NEW
INTERMEDIATE
UNIT TEST 7

SECTION B: VOCABULARY

SECTION A: GRAMMAR
1 Choose the correct words to complete the
sentences.
1 You don’t have to / shouldn’t / mustn’t come to the
meeting, but I think your input would be useful.
2 This dress must / could / should be by that famous
Italian designer, but I’m not sure.
3 They should / mustn’t / don’t need to make another
prototype. This one is fine.
4 You should / need / have contact the designer and
let him know what we’ve decided. He’d like to
know.
5 We mustn’t / don’t need to / shouldn’t let our
competitors know what we’re doing. It’s a secret.
6 That doesn’t have to / mustn’t / can’t be the right
document. It’s got the wrong date on.
7 The painting couldn’t / mightn’t / shouldn’t be by
Dali. It’s nothing like his other paintings.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the words in capitals.
1 As a
, he’s been trying to find new
materials to improve the weight of the product. SCIENCE
2 The
of the country brought about
immense wealth for some people. INDUSTRY
3 She has a definite
talent, which can
be seen in her designs. ART
4 They had a really
meeting, coming
up with some excellent ideas. PRODUCE
5 During the 60s, the rise of mass
led to
new types of products. CONSUME
6 Her
has made a lot of money for the
company. INVENT
/6
4 Choose the correct answer, a, b, c or d, to complete
the text.
Arker’s Fine Furniture was established over 100 years
the fashion of
ago by Gabriel Arker. He 1
more natural looking furniture at a time when dark,
heavy classical designs were much admired. Each piece
by skilled craftsmen,
of furniture is carefully 2
and modern designs. None
following both 3
, therefore each piece is
of the products is 4
designs, all made from wood,
unique. The 5
have the distinctive curved lines of Gabriel Arker. None
– you won’t find any
of the modern range is 6
traditional box shapes at Arker’s. My favourite is a
7
dining table made out of the base of an old
oak tree, with six unique chairs, each one designed to
make full use of the wood’s natural grain and
8
. The current CEO, Iain, the great-grandson
of Gabriel, is proud to emphasise that they are not
9
of fine furniture, but skilled craftsmen who
give birth to living pieces.
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2 Complete the conversation with the verbs in the
box.
must can’t might shouldn’t
need to don’t have

have

should

A: This 1
be the work of one of the designers
in residence. It looks awful!
B: It 2
be, or it wouldn’t be in the design
museum.
A: Well, in that case, I think you 3
apply to
be one of the designers working here. Your work is
so much better than this. Let’s check how to apply.
B: Oh, this leaflet says I 4
to complete an
application form and submit examples of my work.
A: OK. Let’s go online and fill in the form now.
B: When do they want the application in by?
A: I don’t 5
send it in until the end of this
month. And I mustn’t send it by email. I 6
to
send the originals – just photographs, which is good.
B: So, what are you waiting for? You 7
wait
too long. It’s not a good idea.
A: I know. I’ll do it today. I’m not sure, but I don’t think
they even look at late entries. They just delete them.
B: That 8
be true, but I don’t think it is.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

a commissioned
b pioneered
a durable
b recycled
a traditional
b futuristic
a engineered
b mass-produced
a rough
b smooth
a flexible
b polished
a circular
b soft
a sketch
b profile
a engineers
b inventors

c transformed
d streamlined
c influenced
d handmade
c up-to-date
d functional
c short-lived
d user-friendly
c elegant
d hard
c adjusted
d angular
c canvas
d straw
c shape
d function
c manufacturers
d innovators
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1
2
3
4
5

Underline the mistake in each sentence.
A good designer can transfer the way we look
at things.
The world of design is a very competive one,
so people considering going into this field need
to have a lot of determination.
Charlene left university last year, but still doesn’t
find a design job, even after contacting over
100 companies.
She studied graphic design and now hope to do
book and magazine illustrations.
She is thinking for applying to do a postgraduate
degree while she works part-time in a local hotel.
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5b

Match the mistakes you found in sentences 1–5 in
exercise 5a with the error types a–e.
a spelling: sentence
b tense: sentence
c preposition: sentence
d subject–verb agreement: sentence
e wrong word: sentence
/5
Total:

/400
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